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THE PRESENT SITUATIgN IN THE TEACHING OF AMERICAN

CULTURE ri ENGLISH COURSES IN JAPAN

Ana Iris of Jupior and Senior High'

School Ikh Textbook 4'in Japan ,

7.

Kenji Kitao

- Introduction
Although Japan and the United States have had diplomatic and commet-

.A0 cial relations for a lonjtime, connfiunfcation and understanding between the

two nations are still insufficient. More Japanese people are encountering

more American people, products, information and culture on a daily basis

than ever before. Thus, boil understandins and communication between

the citizens of the two cultures is necessary: el"

Communication is affected by all aspects of culturre-the speakers

languages and dialects,their p.tpr ..experiences and knowledge, the soCial

restricti6ns on directness of speech, kinesics, etc. The Japanese and the
. -

Americans have very different cultural backgrounds and such difference's

are major barriers to communication between them. In the United States,

the importance of teachjng culture wils well recognized after World War II

and has fecTome one of the two nftijor new emphases in the teaching. of
A

foreign iinguages in the 1970's, te ,other being individualized ibstruction.1

American culture las been emphasized in English instruction in Japan

3
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tecently, as communcation is stressed. Ilowevet, no books and articles on

what to teach about Amtnican cultute and how to teaCh it ate available

in Japan. Vet), few studies in this field have been made, and none of them
-

is based On expetiment or suiveys with a statistically significant nutnbet

of people actoes wide areas of American culture.t

The Witter adnIunsteted JapatieSe shiderits

United States in otder to find out hoW much American cultme is taught in

higlish classes in Japan, !tow well it is taught and what cultural problems

occured to those students. The result of the survey shows that there is hull!

foundation for understanding and communicatnat betw'sItten Japanese and

American people. The Japanese students were taught very little about

Ametican cultute in higlish coutses of any level, so then under,statn mg.of

American culture was-quite limited. As a result they had some pro flems

understanding Americans and communication with them.3

"fhe purpose of this study is to find out what is taught about American

culture and how well it is taught in English courses in junior and seniOr high

schools by examining the authorii.ed (Monbusho-approved) Emglish text-
.' g,

books used in the classes.

Cultural 1itoria tion and English Textbooks
There are many ways to investigate what and, how much is taught about .

American culture in secondary schools (junior ant! senio ,h. s.chools from
,

seventh to twelfth gra.$.1e) in Japan, such as thOttugh examinations, observa .

tions, interviews, and other means. lloweyer, it is hard to obtain accurat ,

objective ;mulls since whattis taught varies from place to place. The eas st

ap roach is through the examination of English textbooks..

This procedure is valid because, as Yasuo - Ktookawa has ass rted,
e
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textbm)ks are (he most important element in school education.4 All (ext

books used in erementary and secondaly schools num be authorized by

the inistiy of Education.tThey are shictly based on (he guidelines forrmi-

late by (he Minishy of Education. Mos( teachers use only one such test
,

book, ,ind iely Upon it enthely while they teach English. Theiefore, text-

bo4s ale the centm ot English insbuction and thus leshict (he contents

of fnglish teaching

Nince the audio-lingual method- was last .adopted in iunior hiigh schools,

Many oral exetcises have been added to English classes in addition to (I)e
, I

;iiyial wading and hanslating exercises loplid in mos( textbooks. These las(

two types have less infitien,ce now but ale still (he main focm of English

instruction. In senior high schools, English teaching is based solely on text-

books. The teaching there is almost.entirely reading and hanslating from (he

textbooks. Students read (Ii t! textbooks very attentively, so the books do
---;

have great influence and ate quite impoitant in English classes.

I

In Engifsh textbooks, (he teaching matettals are most important in terms

of culture. Teaching mateiial is defined As "concrete educational contents

selected for learners in ordei to accomplish Their edittational goals."5

Along with gramma!, vocabulary, re ding materials,. efc., (he presenta-

! (ion of cultural formation is iecognitt. as one of (he most im)orttint/

1

aspects of, English te, (books. Marcel l)an&l has said that it is one ol.,the ,

foul :linpot I an I broad ria for foreign Ian 'nage tex (books!' Napinitsu

Ahara has offered four crctena in selecting caching materials, of Nyhich tW"

'are: "whether the teaching materials are basel 'on daily life, attd whether

(hey plomote international understanding and .communicatior1."7 Akiyoshi

Shibaaki.has also pointed out Finn tyks of (caching ma/ tirials thii( are im-

portinit itt expedithig (he learning of English, (he thinfone being material
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on the cultural background of English.8. The backgrmind culture of English

k at least one of the font most important items conttiiited iii English teaching

materials.

According to the guidelines set by the Ministry of Education, foreign

language textbooks must include such items as daily life, manners and cus-

toms, stori9, geography, and history of thj people wjto speak the language

as well as of other people throughout the wotld.9 flutit about ten years

ago, however, this was only A matter of theory, not practice. Now teachers

are beginning to pay more attention to nonlinguistic subject matter, accord-

ing to the results of a questionnaire,"

reported die following:

In addition, Atsuko lkemiya has

In readers of ten years ago, literature and essays occupied 70%
of the teaching material, but in the latest textbooks, only 50%,
and biology, geology,'chemistry, biography, and problems of cities
have shown up. Cultural-an thlopological and sociolinguistic teach-
ing material has been gradually introduced. llowever, since inter-
national exchange is getti.ng more frequent and more intercultural
communication oc4.7urs, such teaching materials should he introduced
more often.'

As hine has passed, more cultural materials have been included

in English textbooks. and they hove been emphasized more by ieachers.'

Recently, in NoVember, 1975, t e third branch meeting of the Round

'fable Meeting of Improvement lo English Education in JapaU reported

that'sentence pattews and grammar had tended to tik emphasized too

\. much and reminded teachers to emphasize all 110 of the categories

of teaching material. The first was concerned with daily life, and the

fifth was intended to promote international understanding.' 2

People in the profe'ssion of tetiching English itiave emphasized the

importance of the inclusion of culture in English texAooks, but unfortu-
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!lately the books 'do not have much cult)tial information, and they are

not miriesting. This boring teaching matenal has caused the students

to lose then motivation to learn Emilish.11 C.ulture can be one of the

factots that can inciease students motivation, theietoie, mole inteiest-

ing cultural items should be contained in English textbooks.

In this mei 'cultuie" is defined as the knowledge and behavior

that a people in the same language community have learned and share
4

among themselves.

Previous Studies of English Textbooks

There have been a few studies on culture in cutfent English textbooks

in Japan. One is on Uri ish conversation textbooks tor senior high

schools.

Hatori's Study. The study on English Conversation textbooks was

done by IF Oyoshi !talon." !le reviewed six English conversatii5n text-

books iised i senioi high schools at that timok's tie critnimred in their inside-

covet mate.nal, their appendices, the number ot units, their contents, their

organi/ation, and 'The patterns of English usage ciitained therein. The

Summary in rabt I is limited to the first three aspects that concern culture.

Since the purpose of Inglish conversation courses is to teach the ABCs

of daily conversation in English, their subject matter is concerned with the

daily life of student's 'at home, at school, and in society." Table 1 shows

that all the textbooks, of English conversation have niore infonnalion On
4 f -

daily life in -Britain and the United States and also more practical infor-

mation than other senior high School English textbooks. Practical infor-
.

illation means information useful for traveling aroutaaor living In those

couratries, inch as using a telephone, naveking, using money, shopping, etc.

7



Textbooks

771e Crown
English
Conversation

Daily
C'onversation

Let's Talk
English

Ted and

Oral English
Workshop

English
Conversation
Jim- Young
People

Teaching of Ainerican C..t&Iture in Engl iih Coursos

TABLE I

IRtMARY OF HATORI'S STUDY
-

Inside covers
Fron t Back

Introdoc- Songs
tion of
characters

MO and
pictures
of
New York

Map and
Pictures
of
London

Blank Blank

Blank

Situations
and
expressions

who

Blank

Appendix

A song
(I page)

2 groups of
useful expressions
(a) greetings,

weather etc.
(h)

telephone,
in the train,
etc.

New words
useful expressions
notes

Index
school life,
health,
showing the way.
weather,
etc.

Gest.ures Basic
expressions
dialogues

Introdu-
lion of
characters

index
useful
expressiosn

Number of Units
and Contents

Is
expressions
feeling
judgement
choice, etc.

40
1-12 shoo! life
13-24 home life
25-40 social life
25:-30tarlialii
31-40 U. S. A.

95

17
"A Friendly Walk"
"The Party"
"In the Station
and the Train,"

20
"Ted & Julie
on the Way to
School"
"Everybody Talks
about the Weather"
It's Nice to Make
Friehas," etc.

9

27 1
"In the Classroom"
"Introducing
Friends," etc.

(The table has made by this writgr and its contents hav-e translated from Hatori's.)
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Ilattori noted that Ora/ English Workshol has illustrations of gestures inside

he back Avet, but that .no other English textbooks at the junpr or set.iio-r`-,

high school level present nonverbal communictition sytematically.' 7 '

Judging from the topics ilattori cites as examples, most textboolis intro-

duce Anruican and Britisli life. Students can learn from thew about the

background culture of English'. Only Me Crown English Conversation seems

to be expressioneriented hnd to be constructed on the basis of frequently,.
,

used exptepions in daily conversations, though all the textbooks are situ-
.. s

ation-oriented and ate constructed on the basis 4 situations that frequently

occur-in daily life or that learners may encountet when they visit 'those

countries, as their appendices show. These textbooks wobld scent to be well

designed, for culture should be taught through expressions in sithations,

and they offer expressions in various common situations.

English conversation courses seem to give the most cultural infor'mation,

including practical information, on the senior high school level. The text-

j books used in those courses have more adtural information than the,other

English textbooks. Their subject matter is diretly concerned` with daily life

at home, at school, and in the society ol Britain and the United States.

However, Hatori did not outline the total subject. matter, so we cannot

know the total cultural information in these textbooks or how accurate this

htformation is. Moreover, since English conversation is an elective, only 1.6

percent of the students in the senior high schools use theae textbooks, accord-

ing to statistics from the Ministry of Education."

This is the only study of culture in English textbooks for senior high

school Vtudents -that the writer has found. The writer could dot find any

study on culture in textbooks for English A, English B or elementary

English.' However, there are a few thorough studies on culture inljunior

V.
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high school English textbooks.

ide's and Saito's Studies. Akiko Ide and Yasuhiro Saito have flude

extensive stAes of culture in English textboOks at the juni'or'high level.

97

TABLE 2

SUBJECT MATTER OF ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS AT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

NON

.---Princef
__. .

1 2 3

New

Horizon
1 2 3

Total_
1 2 3

Everybody
' Blue

Sky_

1 2 31 2 3

Objects around
people A C

Daily life Cpl.) BBB ABD: -A,BC,,' ..AA

Manners and customs D D D C C D D D D C

Scenes and nature D I) D D D C C

Geography, history,
language B C I) D D D D C

Science D p .c
Stories I) ii B B C B C B

Ideas, imagination I) B C .

Other D C

A = in more than half of the units
,B = in more than onb third of the units
iC = in n ,6 re than two units
0 P in ne or two units

Source: Akiko Ide, "I)aizai to Hy5gell Keishiki (Materials and ForMs of Expressions( ,"
Vigo Kyiiiku, Vol. XXI, No.8 (October, 1972), p. I.

Set,
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Ide reviewed five textbook series, fifteen books in all," and Saito reviewed

four series of revised textbooks totaling,twelve books.2' The major -Concern

of both studies was to describe what cultural informatioOs contained in

the books.

Akikolde made-two,major ghillies. One, was to find out what sithjects

were contained in the iextbooks and how many of them were contained

in each (see results in Table 2):" She provided nine categories: (1) objects

around people, (2) daily life, (3) manners and customs, (4) sceneS' and

-.nature, 45) geography, --hiS1ory, and language, (6) science, (7) Modes,

(8) ideag and imagination, and (9) miscellaneous. he second study was to

find out how close the cultursal information in these textbooks was-to the-

Japanese culture (see resnits in Table 3)23 ,

tier first study shows that all fifteen textbooks include daily life. Yet,

only fotir include it in more than half of the units, and four textbooks have

it in fewer than one third qf the units. Manners and customs are seldom

introduced'. Four textbooks dO not mention them at all while the eight that

do include them have them in only one or two units, an d. none of the

textbooks refers to them in more than one third of the units. Georaphy,

history, and langnage do not appear at all in six textbcoks, and in only one

textbook do they appear in more than one third of the units. Scenes and

nature are hot introduced at all in five textbooks, and they are not introduced

in more than one third of the units in any textbook; thlrfore, no textbook

displays much cultural information.

Table 2 shows that all textbooks use similar approaches. They move

from concrete filings lo abstract things. In every series, objects connected

with people are introduced in Book L The same approach is adopted ih

culture. Akiko Ide's second study shows this clearly. She classifies cultural

p.
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;
in lot in Ali on in four -maim categories: (a), (b), (c) and (d). Category (a) is

dip same as Japanese culture, mut it includes the introductio'n of Japanese

cuttoe which is marked -Ca+-). f.'alegory, (b) is partially oxlerlapping with

Japanese cult10. Cstegory (c) is different from Japtinese culture, and things

tliat kfo not existiin Javanese cub tute are marked (c+). Foreign culture that is

nofKu I of Fnglish speakers' normal experience is classified (d).

TABLE 3

11" 1)11-FFRENCES OF CUITURAL BACKGROUNDS

OF THEMES IN ENGL1S11 TEXTBOOKS

New New Total Bine
English Texts Prince lhitoii English Everyday . Sky
Level (Book) 1 2 3 I 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Content
Rating

a+ I) 1) D. 1) (' 1.)

,

C

a 11 (0 /cur) .ABC AC 1) ACC.
b (' C 1) C C; (' I) (' 1) C C 1)

C I. D I) I) I) 1)i
,
C C

c+ 1) C B C C (' C 11 I) 13 A D (' ('

1) 11 1) 11 I) C 1) C B ,

A more than 2/3 of the units
B = more than 1/3 of thAnits
C = mote than 2 units ,

I) = I or 2 units

Source: Akiko Ide,- "Daitai to Hyiigen Keishiki IMOterials and Fortin of 'Expres-
sions)," Eigo XXI, N9. 8 (0gto1rry.1972):p. 16.

.11

a..
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As Table 3 shows, all thstbooks have sequences wbich go from cultural

information similar to that Sound in the Japanese culture lo the cultural

aspects that are new to...the Japanese people. All the textbooks display

Class (a) most in Boole! and least in Book 3, aqd (lass (et) least in Book 1

and mos't in Book 3. No textbooks present aspects of other foreign cuttuiets;

in Book t..The order of introducing cultural information is very good.

Howeiter, Clasies (b), (c), and (et) dirnot appear often in these text- .

books, Class (b)- appears in less than one third of the units, and it does not

appettt in three. textbooks, Class (c) does not appear in six textbooks; it

appear in one, or f

(A) in more th.

Akiko !de

units in five textbooks. Ot,rely four textbooks contain

rd of t units,

ot explain h w she did het studies, but they seem to

one th

. -
be done by s.. It' one unit has even a little infohnation, then it must have

,- 41...;<'
, t,.been cou'ritet Therefore, these figures seem to indicate tLI1CSC textbooks
. . .

. -m.,; contain mOrt 'cultural information than they really do.401 other .ak point.
- of her study .is, that she reviewed only the main,body of the textbo ks 'nc.. .-

the appendices, covers, etc. Furthermore, she provided only nine categories

f cultural information:

Yasuhiro Saito has also made broad studies of the cultural information

found in four junior high school English textbook series (see results in Table
,

4).24 14e provided fifteen categories, rather than iln. Eight categories
4 ,. .. war. were. added---people,around us, greetings, class)1r English, sports, b. io-

firaphy, international understanding, poems?. and songs. He reviewed not

. only the less6ns 16kr but -also the inside covers, appendices, etc. (see. .
. results in'Table 5).2

7
se

e His first study 'shows that all twelye textbooks include daily life,,,'. .

4

-

maimers, ond, customs. Objetts around us are inehidetritt Book 1 Oeventh r

,
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TABLE( '4

CONNECTIONS OF THEMES IN THE REVISE() ENGLIS BOOKS

Themes

Objects around trs

People arotmd us

Daily life

Manners and customs

Greed ligs

Classroom English

Sports

Biography

Gec Igraphy, scenery,
history

Irifernational
understanding

Science

Observation of nature

Dhmas and stories

Poems.

Songs

(;rade:
Tex tbook;

7 (Book 1)
E HP T

x x x.

xx
x, x x x

X X X X

X X X

X X

X X X

X X

X

8 (Book 2)
.E HP T

9 (Book 3)
E HP T

X XXX

X X X XX X

X X X )( X "

X X X X X

X X X X X X

x

X X X X X X X X

E - Everyday English
H = New Horizon English urse
P )froV Princq,English Cour
7' = Total English Junior Crown Seires ;

. !rem contained in the textboox

Source: 'iagliThro Saito, !`Kaitei Kyiikasho-no Daizai to 1Cosei LSubjetMattersajd
J4tuctIons of-Revised Tex tboo)s] , "(Iendai Eigo Ky5iku,, Vol..1 1, No.9

e.
r, 1974), p. 16.
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,

TABLE 5

commusoN AMONG tams ourstm rum l'EX1'

PROPER IN THE RI:vim) nounooKs

Sit
Gtadp: 7th Rth 9tIs

Themes Textbook: E ii P 1 E HP E HP
_

Songs xxxx x x x x x x

Illustrations xxxx x x X xxxx
Pictures of (Meets

x x xaround us

Scenery (12 months)

Picture of scenes
in main text

Maps.

Proverbs

Poems

Greetings

Daily conversation

, v
E = Everyday English
H 1- New 1"-I' xon English Course
p *New Prin e English Course
7' = Total English Junior Crown Sere!)
X Item contained in the textboox,

..x

Source: Yasuhiro Saito, "Kaitel Kyakas -no Daisai to Kiisei (Subject Matters and
Constructions of Revised Tep oIsl, "Gendal Eigo Kyo'ilcu, Vol. II, No.9
(December, 1974), 17. Par:lially revised by the writer.

grade) of all the series, and people ,around us, Books 1 and 2 (eighth grade).

Dramas and stories are included in Booki 2. and 3 of some but not all of

the -sillies. Biography is contained in Book 3 of all, the series. However,
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geography, scenery, and history are not included at ail in the Total English

ItiAior Course Series, and they ate included in only Book 2 of the New erinee

En); ('ourse.
I

Greetirys ate included in Book I in all of the seties except the Total

English Junior Crown Series, though this does include them hi other sections.

All of Ihe textbooks contain songs, either in the main text or in othet parts.

Illustrations ate contained in every book, but tinily two textbooks have maps.

Nonverbal communication is not dealt with in any of these textbooks at all.

Saito's study shows what kind of cultural information is contained in

the English textbooks at the junior high level, but it does not show how

much cultural information is c9ntained.

These two teachers' studies aco4rately describe the subject matter

found in junior high school English textbooks. Thereby, one can begin to

understand how little cultural information is contained in these textbooks.

-\Moreover, such cultural int I-illation is twofold, being basal on an over-

lapping of culture between _It pan and the-United States:. on the.one hand,

and, on the other, on the culture unique to the United States. There,fore,

oneican'easily understand how little of the latter is contained in these text-

books. These tw'o studies show the outline of the types_pf cultural infor-

mation in the textbooks, but they do not reveal how much such information

is contained and whether it is accurate.

Yoshida's study. In a fourth study,1<azue Yoshida compares live English

textbols at the junior high level with L'anglais par L ustration, which-

is the most widely used English textbook in France. lie n e his comparison

using five series of textbooks, fifteen in all, and the 1 st three volumes

of LAinglais par I:illustration. The major parts of his study 4-e concerned

- with illustration and vocabulary in terms of culture.'
_
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"The points out that the French textbook has almost twice as many pages,

and many times more pictures and photos than Ate Japanese textbooks.2'

lle.also points out that though all the Japanese te?dbooks have illustrations-,

there are only two pages of photos (there are two or three olor photos ip

each textbook).2 7 Japanese textbooks have poor visual in ials, and most

of the culture is presentg0 entirely in English.

Yo-shida's study emphasizes vocabulary. The French textbook contains

6.56 words relating to home life, people, nature, social life, school lite, time,

and commu tity. lt contains, 269 of those 656 words more titan Japanese

textbooks. &iose 269 words are shown in Table 6.28

TAIILF, 6

NUMIWR OF WORDS THAT APPEAR iN 1:AN(;LAls PAR L'ILLUSTRATION

BUT 1)0 NOT APFAR IN ANY OF TI1E JAPANESE TY,XTBOOKS

!Ionic Life

People

Nature

Social 1. e

School I lie

Time

Source:

Total

-4

Nuwber (Cf Words

'V

99

58

55

35

9

7

269'

Kazue Yoshida, "Franee-ni okeru Fig() Kyökasano Tokucho ICharac-
teristies of English Textbooks in France!, "Gendai Eigo Ky5iku, Vol, 12,
No,5 (August, 1975), I'. 15.

1 7
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Table 6 shows that 99 w n t home lite, 58 words about petiple,

55 words about nature, and 3. words about social life included in the French-
books are not introduced in the Japanese books. Thus we can see that

Japanese textbooks lack so much vocabulary, particularly involving the

' _home lifr. Among the 58 wordg abolit people tluit are not included, most

(36) refer to occupatiors, as Table 7 shows." In addition, Akiko Ide has

pointed out that very few of the words that alre included convey much of

the culture of the English -speaking-. people. Of tbe 610 words required to

.be taught_in junior high se1No1 English classes by the Ministry of Education,i
only a very few, words cannot be understood without explanations of English

speakers' cultu .." Thus, Japanese textbooks lack much *icabulary that

could convey cultural information alizout English speakers.

'TAB1.1.: 7

NUMR,FR OF WORDS CONCERNED WITH PEOPLE

a

French
Textbook

Human Relationships I 3

Family 19

Human Body 35

Occupations 58

Total 125

Japanese
Tex t book

II

14

20

22

67

/- - _ -- -- -4- -_-___^.

a-b

2

5

15

36

58

Source: Kazue Yoshida, "France-ni okeru Eigo Kyiikasho-no l'Pokueho ICharac-
teristies of English Textbooks in Francei , "Gendai lqgo Kyaiku, Vol. 12,
No.5 (August, 1975) p. 16. Partially revised by the writer.

d'
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It is somewhat suipris that Japanese textbooks still have few photos

and pictures and have little vocabulary pertaining to cyltural information.

French textbooks have a number of illustrations and words that describe

situations. Since all of the series of Japanese textbooks have fewer Illustra--

tions and less vocabulary than the 14ench ssries, it is obvious that none cif the

Japanese series has As much cultural information as the French series in terms

of vocabulaiy and illustrations,

"Elie studies of j4or high school English textbooks were concjrned

with the volume of cultural information. The first two dealt with subject

matter and the last with illustiations and vocabulary. They were not con-

a..rned with' the quality -of cultural information and how accurate it was.

Of couise, they did not reveal whether any covert culture had been presented

at all.

Pgasawara's Study. An examiner of textbooks at the Ministry of Edu-
. \

'cation, Rinju Ogasrata, ieviewed five English textbooks for seventh-grade

students (Book ) from the viewpoint of cultUre aisid customs. The reason

he chose the beginning book was that he wanted to show that a great deal

of culture was taught through such elementary textbooks, Therefore, the

main part of his study was a disciirssion of how cultural information was

presented and how accurate it was in each textbook.

lie chose eighteen points and diAssed them. These eighteen p ints

involved nainA and occupational positions, conversations among Arrérican

people, the use of the national flag, the use of words-- ladi(q,and gentlemen,

friend, and friendly- grvetings, men and women, sharing work at. home,

11;arried students, the use of commands, house numbers, train stations, fences

around houses, furniture in livMg rooms class schedules, world maps, 'and

classes of obijts.3' His observations were detailed s'o that htbiticked up
.
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very small things such as words, scenes, parts of pictures, etc., and he dis-

cussed theu cultural rehitionships..

His study revealed that each'of the English textbooks provided much
-

covert cultural niformation. Some of it was wrong;t1f-it is not very obvious

how inuch covert cultural information they riontain. lle shows only a few
t..

examples: there must be more examples than these of, covert culture in

thek textbooks, aria surely a great deal in Books 2 and 3 as well.

Summary. Through these five studi.es, we understand that some as-

pects of culture are taught in English conversation classes at senior high

schools. However, the exact cultural infolitiation in these-textbooks is nvt

known, except for a few examples, and nothing concerned with English A

and English B it, been stwhed.

English teaching at the junior high level can be better understoM using

the last four siudies. One understands what subject matter is presented

through the textbooks. How much cultural information is-provided by the

units and by other sections apart from the main text, and how Itse such

cultural aspects are to Japanese culture. Even if these studies do not show

the exact volume of cUltural information contained in the textbooks, one

can estimate from the vocabulary and illustrations that there is much less

cultural information than in the FrenchAtextbooks. Ogasawara made it clear

that even beginning textl?ooks contained sonic covert cpltural information,

and he discussed the accuracy of the cultund information. Therefore, we

can estiniate'what and ho much is taught about culture in English courses

at junior high schools, and accuracy.

How to E uate English Textbooks in Terms of Culture

in the previous similes there were two major kinds of analyses of

.20
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English% textbooks froilt- the viewpoint of cultureobjective and subjective.

The objective method pointed out what cultuial information was contained

and described its volumeusually in terms.of the number of units, wobj4
and illustrations. The subjective method involved the author's judgment

,

of the ac tcy with which the textbooks presented cultural information,

based on his experiences and hiis knowledge of the background culture of'
English. The former gives a rough idea of how much cultural information

is available and its subject matter, and latter gives an Mdication Of what

coNeett culture is contained and how accurately the material is presented.

Both methods have drawbacks, loi example, the objective method
carinot show the actual volume of oultund infomation except in ternis
of the numbei of units. Ilow much cultural information is contained
in "a single unit is not revealed. The result will only show th4fettai 'unit
counted has such cultiiral information. This method also fails to show
how accurately the cultural infomiation is presented. On the other hand, the

subjective Method does not show 'which subject matter or what kind of
cultural informatbm is contained as a whole. llowever it does show how
accurately li material is presented in the judgment of the author. Both

methods have merits and diawbacks, the strength of the one beinR the
weakness of the.. other. Thus both methods should be adopted in the
analysis of English textbooks.

Another shortcoming of these studies is that the writers did not explain

how ..such .oubject. matter categories were chosen, how criteria were. estab-
fished, etc.

studies:

In other w.grds, we cannot know the exact procedures of

Only a few studies show methods of analy0s of cultural information in

foreigd-language textbooks. The writer found one study Written by Elizabeth

21
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, Joiner for evaluating the cultral.content of a foreign-language text.32 Her

study has four major sections: (I) illustration, (2) texts containing material

of a cultund nature, (3);genetal questions relatinglo culture, and (4) supple-
. , .,

numtary material available from the publisher. Section 1 of the form for t,

v"aluation ii.divided into three parts. The first is about types of illustrations'
...,

al 41 -the r vohiThe ; the second is about the .society represented by the illus-.

it-talon ; and the third, the ibbjective evaluation, of 'cultural information in
f

those illustrations. Section II contains three parallel parts on texts...Section

Ill has six questions that call for examiners to give subjective answers con-

cerned with cultural information. The last sectioii (Section l ) is on supple- %

men-wry material (see Appendix l). The evaluation form ti t she presents is

very long, including many vague questions that call for subjective answers.

This form does not classify items regard to the, culture involved; thus, a

revision of this form is necessary.

Using Joiner's "Form for Evaluating the Cultural Content of Foreign
. i
Language Texts," as a basis, the writer mmie a new revised form for analyz-

ipg the cultural information in texts (see Appendix 2). The objective parts

of Joiner's form were adopted first (Section I, Part A, and Section 2, Part

A). The for* was used with only the addition. of "portraits" since .so

many portraits Appear in Jap texts. However, cpntents of the latter
1.

were changed. It was divided into two divisions: type of writing mubsu.bject

matter, using many categories from Walter Powell's monograph, "A Check

List for Americkm Culture"" on both of these and _fir Gladys G. Doty

and Janet Ross's Language and Life ,in the U. S. A. 34 on subject matter

only. This new form includes a checklist of culture with a big C, culture with

a mall c,35 practical information, and covert culture36 (see Appendix 2).

A,
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Analysis oi English Readers at Senior High.Schools

The writer analyzed ten series of highs!' renders in higlish B at senior

high schools in lit .37' These readers are used for reading instniction in

English comses. Iligh school English readers were choseii because not many

studies of high school English textbooks have been made, and these text-

books seem to contain more cultural information than do grammar and

composition textbooks.. In the choice of content for the readers, semantic
4

meanings as well, as grammar are considered carefully by the authors;

however, in grammar and composition textbooks, sentetre structures are

considered, bnt semantic meanings t'eceive, less at tent(on.

Basic background hiformation for the 30 readers is shown in Table 8

(Nos. 1-8 of Appendix 2). No.1 gives the-full titles of the ten reader series

with then abbreviations in parentheses for convenience in latter explanations.

The, levels are shown as Hooka I , 2, and3 for tenth, eleventh, and twelfth

grade snide!
,

numbet ot pages in each reader. No.8 shows 'the \lumber of units in each

r e- iich does not, always match the nuMber of lessons because some

essons have two i liffelea kinds of teaching materials, so they are winded .

is two units. .

The results of the writer's analyses are shown on Table ) (Nos. 9-12 of

Appendix 12). How much American culture is containdd in ach radet

is described in No.9. The number lisfed does not mean units voted cow-

iectively. No.3,1ists the chief editors. No.7 shows the

pletely to-the United States, the American people, their life, or other faspacts

of American culture hut refers t6 the number of units containing (hese-
.

elelnenis either throughout or in part. Therefore, most of the American ,

cultural information is .found in these' units,

Illustrations are very important elements -fEnglish textbooks to eonvey

2
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the background culture of English speakers. All illustrations, including
.

appendices and_ inside covers, are shown in No.10, and are classified in eight

categories. The figures in parentheses indicate the total number of illust-

rations in eachhtegory, and the figures without them show many of those

are or seem to be concerned with American culture, most of which ktrei found

in the units 'dealing with American culture. If the illustrations are not obvi-

ously related to American cultufe, they are not included in those numbers

withoul parentheses. Therefore-, not ail of th illustrations counted here

mcessarily shoW American culture; only the imbers listed in the upper

row indicate the number of illumrat nay possibly show American

' culture.

Types of ,writinghand content are shown fri No. 11, If the reader cnn-

taips Such items, it is marked X, regardless of the importance and frequency

of the type. Thus, blanks in this section mean such items are not included

in the readeat all.

Evatuation of English Readers at Senior Kph S ools

The chief editors 6f all of the _readers are welt-known scholars in English

linguistics, English literature, and English educatiOn. The editors borrowed,

aaapted, or abridged American or British works and prepared notes . and

exercises for.each unit. Such notes are mainly definitions of difficult words,

and the exercises are primarily on grammar and translation.

.A11 the readers average . about 110 pages and are divided into 10 to 19

units. Less than half of the units are concerned with American culture in

any.ylay. Surprisingly, eight readers have not more than three sucfi units. -

1411 of the readers, have illustrations.in one or more of the eight classes.'

All have one of two pages of-color iThotographs and reproductions, but 18

2 4
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out of 30 readers do not have any color photographs of the United States.

Twelve readers do have them, but they are of famous places such as Yellow-

stone National Park or the Grand Canyon. Only Laurel No.2, New'Vision

No.3,-and New Age No.! illustrate American school life and daily life. Some

black-and-white photographs and pictures are used, but pumy of them are

not concerned with the United States, as the numbers indicate. And even

those illustrations counted as such may be doubtful aS indicators of American

culture. Some may have been included only for. the- sake of being possibly

related to culture.

Not all readers are interested in.. showing as much of American culture

as possible with illustrations, Only "Vnicorn" and English put pictures

or black-and-white photographs on the inside-covers. This is wasteful because

Japanese textbooks cannot aë iany pages and cannot atThrd to have many
4

illustrations in the main tex und r the present strict guideline set by the

Ministry. of Education.

Many portraits are contained in readers, but other illustrations are not

frequently contained. Only I L of the reader§ have maps of a part or fhe

wl-role of the United. States: Better Guide, Laurel, Vista, .and Shorter have

no American maps in any of their volumes. Moreover, only five readers

have reproductions of American things. Therefore, from the point of illust-

rations, American culture is not introduced well.

The main text of the readers was analyzed as to types of writing and

contents. The types_ are divided into ten categories: . dialogues, narratives,

essays, letters, newspaper articles, folk tales, poems, novels, plays,.and

graphies. All of the readers contain essays, and most of them contain dia-

logues and narratives. Every seiies of-readers has letters. Only Better Guide

has a newspaper article. Vistf, Neuf'. VisionShorter, My EngliSh, and Grown

25
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RESULTS OF
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do not have mud' literary content. Every series .except Better Guide. and

Crown include biographies. In summary, the readings in the textbooks are

I thinly essays, with some narratives, including diaglogues. The higher levet

re ders have more essays.

ontents concerned with Amerkan culture are shown in Part B of

No..12. English readers are often said to be too Bteratufe-oriented, but 'they

do not contain much American literature. Vista has none, and Crown and

,4My English have very little. American musk is not well covered either, and

foueseries do not inclu'de it at all. Geography -is, containelin every series,

but 'four series do not include itAiy American history: ;Even when suckele-

ments are coRtained, the COverage is light. Theretbre, the reaçjers provide

little Culture with a big C..

Elements of culture with a small c are not displayed enough either. All

of the reader series do, have daily life,and all but Vista, Shorter. and C'rown

have school life, but' onlyAeven books contain mItnners and customs. Sur-
.

prisingly, none of the readers tins nonverbal gommunication. Measurement

is not described much or welt in the main text of the readers, although 13
I

readers have conversion tables between the American system and the metric

system. It is interesting th'at oty My English N6.1 includes clothing.

Insufficient overt cultural iformation on the Ameircan people and the

'United States is pkovided in thdsc 30 textbooks, as the writer has explained.

Some covert Americim culture was found in each textbook during the

analysis. The identification of these elements was made subjectively. It is.

noe easy to find them; thus, they may be ignorea by teachers and students.

Since the writer has not had a chance to look over the teacher's manuals,

he does not know how such covert culture ls taug,ht,in classroOms.

judging ftimn ccinitersationS with some Japanese student's ap4. f1t3if1is own
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experiences and background knowledge of English teachers, he finds that it

is commnly ignored, while grammar and translation are emphasized.

Even in the high school English readers, which contain readings from the

United States and Crest 'Britain, there are almost no units that directly

introduce

mit it

indirectly,

Ne

Inited States, her people, their life, and their culture, though

on is given on bther nations. Some units cover these areas

there are not many 'such units in each ,textbook. Also, there

few photographs add pictures that describe American culture; directly.

tel are there many such units in eaj textbook. Section (1) of No. II

shows at many textbooks have few Ainerican.cultural elements; and even

those Chat o present them in only a few units. Fortunalely, some American

covert culture is eound, but:' not much, 'and it is usually ignored and no

thught. In col lusion, these readers do not have much American culture

with a big C, cul ire ith a small c, practical information, or covert culture,

.and what little is inclhded is 'not taught well. It is no wonder, then, that
t .,.

Japanese high scho6I students do not learn much 'about American culture

through these readers or through their English classes in high school.

Summary
This study was conducted to investigate what and how much is presented

about Ainerican .culture in English courses in Japan. 'here are two main

parts of this study: review of previous studies analyzing English tex ooks

from the, viewpoint of culture and an analysis of English readers t senior

high schools,

The writer ieviewed five studies of senior high school English conver-

sation textbooks and of junior high school English textbooks. The former

introduced more material about Britain and the United States, their people,

'3 0
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and their cultures, Most of the latter contain daily life, manners and customs,

hut tiot to any great degree; these texts hick sonic cultural items. They use
'

only a few illustrations and a limited vocabulary to convey cultural infor-

mation. They also have some inaccurate cultural information.

The writer Analyzed ten series of senior high school English readers

with a revised version of Joiner's evaluation form. This study found that
these textbooks are mainlrlinguistically oriented and not culturally oriented.

Most of the readers do not have any units to describe the United States and

its people or culture directly. They contain only a little American culture
in ,just a few units. They lack sonic important items of American culture.

They do not contain many things about America either in the main _texts
or other parts. Even ,the little cultural information that is given is not always

described accurately. As a result, high school English readers contain little

about Culture with a big C, culture with a small c, practical information,

or the covert culture of American people, and they do not present American

culture well.
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APPENDIX 1

JOINER'S EORM FOR EVALUATING THE CULTURAL

CONTEN1rbE FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEXT

EVALUATING4THE CiJLTURAL CONTENT OF

FOREIGN-LOGAUGE TEXTS

.
Form for Evaluating the Cultural Content of Foreign-Languaie. Texts

,
. r Title of Tekt:

14

uthor:jPublisher and Cop ight date: '

Language and Level: .
. .

This text is (1, 2, 3, 4, ) in a series

I. Illustrations:

- A. Types of ipustrations (Check those which apply.) .

I. photographs: black and white__

2.

3. facsimilies (of tickets, coins, letters, etc.

4. \artoons and comic strips

5. re ductions of w;rks of art

. 6. line drawings_

B. Segments of so ciety repreSented in illustrations

(Cheek those which apply.)

1. socio-economic levels: upper__

.**

40t
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middle

lOwer

2 age .groups youth_
middle age__

old age__

.,3. sex: male.

fetriale

4. life styles: urban__
rural

small towd_

C. Overall impressiod; of culture created by illustrations. .(Make a check

mark along the line at the point between the two adjectives which'

best expresses your evaluation. A check halfway between the two

would indicate a balance between two opposites.)

Illustrations

authentic inauthentic

historical a contemporary

a'ctive still

quaint, romantic realistic

inoffensive controversial-

representative selective

formal Mforinal-a
3 7

t -:)-
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attractive . unattractive

postive negative

II. Texts Containing Material of a CultUral Nattily:

A. Types of texti(Check those which apply.)

I. dialogues "seeded' with cultural' inforamtion andfor based on

situations typical of the foreign culture._

2. special cultural narratives*

3. explanatory cultural notes._

4. songs.:

5. poeuis_

6. essays _.

7. letters_ ,

8. neWspaper articles

9. jokes and anec

10. folk tales an s poverbs___

I I friction 04 reputable writers___

12. ot er (. ease specify)

13. other (plise:

B. Segments of sociefy r,epresenTed in texts

(Check those which apply.)

1. socio-economic levels:

.2. age group: youth

39

upper ___

lower__

14,

125
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Middle age.. _

old age_

3.

temple_

4. lift, stYles: urban__

ruiaL

small town

, .

C Overall impression Of culture cieifted by texts (Make a sheck mark

along the line at )the point between the two adjedtives which best ;

expresses your evaluatioti; A check halfway between the two woul(ki

indicate a balance between thelawe opposites.)

Texts

lively dull '
_. _ ..,......._.....!.

antiquated modern_ . . .

positive . negative_.... ______. .

genuhie

balanced

fales\

biased

interesting boring

fresh and original stereotyped

superficial -.-!
happy

profound

,

sad
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work play

Serious .

6.

111. General Questions Relating to Culture:

I. List the fareign countries whose culture is described or illustrated

light

127

in the book.

2. In ,your opinion would this book tend to reinforce negative

stereo-types of the foreign people?

Yes ( ) No ( )

3. Do the authors of the book seem to consider culture an integral

part of language study or incidental to it?.

Integral ( ) Incidental ( )

4. Is cultural material presented in a fragmented way (bits and

pieces here ,and there) or is it unified around patterns and themes

of culture (patterns of politeness, leisure activites, family relation-

ships, etc)?

# Fragmented ( ) Unjfied,( )

5. Does this book compare and contrast the foreign culture with

American culture?

Yes ( No,(

6. All things considered the presentation of culture in th4iok is

poor ( ). fair ( ) adequte ( ) good ( ) excellent (7. ).

IV. Supplementary Material Available from the Publisher:

I. Does the Teacher's Marival contain specific suggestions for the

teaching of culture?

Ye! ( ) No (

4
)...:
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10 -L.,. , ../Is . fe

2 List supplementary rmiterial keyed to the book such as Wu;
, t-- I e .

fil strips, flash ,cards, and the like. .

uldSiour'ichool be able to pur the'se materials? j

Yes No ( ) 44

APPENDIX 2

K1TAO'S FONFOR EVALUATING 'T14 AMERICA CULTURAL ,
A

CONTENT OF ENGLIS4 TEXTBOOKS IN JAPAW

.-F

,

I. Title of the Text

2. 'Level*

3. Authors

4. Publishers

5. Date of Publication

6. -price

7. Nuinber of Pagis

8. Number of Units

. 9. Number of Units Ikluding.References to America

10. Illustrations of Parts of the United States and'Arnericar) Things

Photographs

I. Color

JI. Black and white
. _

b. Drawings

c. Maps

d. .Cartoons

..

4 1 1

I
er

., .

.-2 ,.. '1:.ti, -I
. .

to
. 7,5' 4. '

4.44: \ ... 'T-,--.1-!!,4.1''At. -,;',-i -1-7--- .. '. -":
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e. Reproductions

f. Portraits

g. O ther

e:.

11: Texts Containing Material Concerning A:meriean Ailture

A. Types of Writkg

-.*-

'a. Dialogues "seedeti" witft cultural information and/or based

on 'American. situations

Narrative;

c. Essays

-d. Letters .

. A 4* .
Newspaper Articles.......

f Eolktales

g. . Poems

44 h. 1Novel Segments

I. PlaYs

Biograshies

B. Content r

'a. Music

b. Literature

a

0, 4

Poems

els

Plays

c. Geography

d. History

e.

f. School Life

.g. Manners and Customs

4 2

hit
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h . dkionvirbal Communication

i. Verbal Communication Media

j. Meastfte'ment

k. Time

I. Events (Annual)

tn. Transportation

n. Clothes

o. SPorts '

p. Money

q. Names

Feed

12. Appendix

a. Poems

b.' Tables of Mtasurements

4 3
c.

1

,


